INTRODUCTION
Gregory's theological project functions, as many have pointed out, within the completely circumscribed space of the ouicr'tru.ux. Gregory's thought matures, especially within the context of the Eunomian controversy, the boundary between the uncreated and the created, between the Godhead and all else, becomes more sharply defined. Gregory states unequivocally, "The whole controversy, then, between the church and the Anomoeans turns on this: Are we to regard the Son and the Holy Spirit as belonging to created or uncreated existence?" 2 The centrality of this distinction to Gregory is underscored by von Balthasar's devotion to it in the first sentence of Presence et pensee: "Toutes les fois qu'il entreprend un developpement de metaphysique fondamentale, Gregoire part de l'irreductible opposition entre Dieu et la creature". 3 This "irreducible opposition" produces a space, the OuxcrtllJ.La of the created order, bounded at one pole by the movement from non-being to being and at the other by an infinitely receding pole constituted by the essential otherness of God.
All of creation lives, breathes, moves and, most importantly for this essay, speaks within the OuxcrtllJ.La. Language, the creation of man, belongs to the diastemic order. This creates both a certain epistemological problem and calls into question the potential value of language in speaking about God. Cardinal von Balthasar again, "T ous les mystiques, il est vrai, parlent en images. Mais chez Gregoire l'elan mystique qui anime tous ses ecrits produit en plus une metaphysique authentique et d'une logique irn':prochable, traduction adequate du drama interieur". 4 That all mystics speak in images is, as von Balthasar knew, a well known fact. But the beginning of the next sentence causes one to pause ~ "Mais chez Gregoire ... " The adversative "mais" introduces a claim about Gregory's use of images that runs counter to the expected implications of this common observation. 5 Nisa (Pamplona, I al 5 de septiembre de 1986). Edici6n a cargo de L.F. MATEOSEco y J.L. BASTERO (= CTUN 59), Pamplona 1988, 353-379. Mosshammer's essay on Gregory's conceptual connections with post-structuralist criticism, as will be discussed below, especially focuses on language within the diastema.
2 Contra Eunomium I 220 (GNO I 90, (20) (21) (22) Rome 1966, 42-44. 4 VoN BALTHASAR (note 3) xvi. 5 Contemporary critical "expectations" of speaking "in images" focus on dissimulation. Following Nietzsche's observations in the epigram, Derrida sees metaphor as a tool of Verstellung. P. GoRDON, The Critical Double, Tuscalosa/ AL 1995, 33 notes that Verstellung "is closely related to the notion of metaphoricity ... The word itself is synonomous with meta-pherein, to put one thing in place of another". (The
